The model RTD-KM1 kit facilitates mounting of 14" and 16" hose or cable reels to vertical surfaces...walls, posts, etc. Reel is quickly and easily attached to mounting plate by sliding keyways and slots onto bolts which are then tightened to hold the reel securely in place. Removal is just as easy. The kit is especially useful when a welded installation is desired...only the plate, not the reel base, need be welded in place. Kit consists of one Post (or wall) Plate, one Reel Plate and hardware for attaching reel plate to reel and for hanging reel on post plate. Hardware for mounting post plate not included. Plates have durable matte black baked-on polyester finish. NOTE: Overhead mounting on horizontal support (ceiling) is not recommended. Safety bolt, included, must be installed if mounted on horizontal surface.

Affix mounting plate (A) to reel with keyway (B) up. Back out support bolts (C) enough to clear mounting plate. Hook mounting plate on support bolts (C) and tighten support bolts.